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today

* reading quiz

* lecture: broad themes from 4th P, Sec 1,2 reading  

+ Cosma as a specific example

* discussion:  forming groups and choosing group projects 

* reminder:  first (wordpress) blog entry due next Monday 9am 

choose your theme:

What has scientific computing done for society?

What interests me most about scientific computing is ... 





science is evolving
•  basic (natural) sciences drove the first three paradigms
– physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy, etc.
– many important, fundamental questions:
 nature of matter, origin of life, evolution, …
particle physics = purist (?) form: �
 standard model of particle physics (theory) �
 + collider accelerators (experiment) �
 + lattice quantum chromodynamics (simulation)�


•  solving societal problems under 4th P requires �

broad scope: natural + social sciences + engineering�
 healthcare�
 climate�
 energy�
 agriculture�
 social justice�
 …

With science moving toward being computational and data based, key 
technology challenges include the need to better capture, analyze, model, and 
visualize scientific information. The ultimate goal is to aid scientists, researchers, 
policymakers, and the general public in making informed decisions.

Dan Fay, 4th Paradigm, p. 3

tsevis, Flickr 



science is evolving

“We seek solutions. We don’t 
seek – dare I say this? – just 
scientific papers anymore.”

R. DelVecchio, “UC Berkeley: Panel looks at control of emissions” �
San Francisco Chronicle, 27 March 2007

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Flickr 



opportunities for data capture abound

Please see original image of New York Times article at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/02/magazine/02self-measurement-t.html



data capture for self-quantification
Ben started self-tracking when he wondered 
how much time he actually spent doing his 
roommate's dishes. He estimated that he spent 
an hour a day. (The true amount, he learned, was 
about 20 minutes.) This led him to track more 
things. This led him to track everything. Ben 
considers this project a scientific 
investigation, but is a type of science inspired 
by Buckminster Fuller, aka "Guinea Pig B," rather 
than by a more conventional academic tradition.

It is easy to imagine somebody watching this 
video and saying: "well, that's a full scale geek-out 
that has nothing to do with me." But I think this 
would be an error. Ben uses data to find out 
details about himself, such as how he sleeps. He 
also uses data to figure out problems in his 
social life, such as whether the distribution of 
housework is reasonable. While its true that 
Ben's method of data gathering is unusable by 
most people, the type of questions he's 
asking and the conviction that these 
questions are answerable are a preview 
of the coming age of self-quantification.

http://www.kk.org/quantifiedself/2010/02/a-remarkable-life-logging-proj.php



data capture/broadcast for a better life

http://mbus.pts.umich.edu/



some broad themes
•  data exist from many sources 
– government agencies, research societies
– large project collaborations (= “big science”)
– small research groups (= “individual investigators”) 
– amateur scientists 
– general public 



•  scientists conducting a study typically 
– identify appropriate data sources  
– collect and validate data sets
– process and generate new data

•  current data suffer from  
– lack of data definition conventions within research communities 
– weak incentives:  “knowledge” > “data”
– `raw’ data is often unpublished (invisible to WWW)
– what’s worth keeping? 

woodleywonderworks, Flickr 



flavors of data-intensive science

•  ab initio simulations 
– solve governing equations of a dynamical system


•  model testing
– compare theoretical/computational model expectations to observations/experiment 
– perform statistical (likelihood) analysis to confirm/refute model or constrain model

 parameter values 


•  empirical studies of natural or social phenomena (data mining)
– correlations among internal properties of a population or system
– influence of external factors
– spatial or temporal dependencies  


•  signal processing 
– separate data into a useful portion – the signal – and unwanted noise
– estimate errors on measured signals

Mature scientific areas involve all of these! 



Cosma NSF proposal: a cyberscience instantiation
•  Dark Energy Survey = `medium-sized’ (~40M$) astronomical survey of galaxies

– follows Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), ~2000 
– precursor to Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), ~2020
– makes happy both Astrophysicists and Cosmologists! 

  (A:  How did galaxies form?   C:  How is space expanding?)
– first survey to use four dark energy methodologies on same data set (CL, WL, BAO, SN)

•  collaboration of ~300 observers, theorists, computational scientists                
– sparse funding model:  camera and database fully funded, nothing (yet) for analysis
– proposal seeks to fund small team focused on simulating model expectations 

•  preparing for survey data analysis requires planning and preparation
– simulations of cosmic structure formation `dressed’ with galaxies => `truth’ sky catalog
– pretend to observe `truth’ by adding real-world effects => `observed’ sky catalog

  distortions in galaxy images from intervening matter (gravitational lensing) 
  distortions from telescope optics and camera electronics 

– process `observed’ catalog in same manner as real data 
– compare to `truth’ to estimate fidelity of survey processing

•  iterative process
– science teams employ catalogs with different levels of detail
– multiple simulations to provide modest coverage of model space
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